
Y10 Mock Exam June 2022

Revise the following topics:

The menstrual cycle (LO1)

Signs and symptoms of pregnancy (LO1)

Multiple births (twins) (LO1)

Home birth v hospital birth (LO2)

Caesarean section (LO2)

Pain relief (LO2)

Assisted deliveries (LO2)

Postnatal checks (LO3)

Reflexes at birth (LO3)

Teaching a child about road safety (LO5)

Safety in the home/preventing electric shocks (LO5)

Safety labelling in clothes (LO5)

Advantages of breastfeeding (RO19 LO4)

Healthy diets for children (RO19 LO4)





The Menstrual Cycle 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Girls begin to menstruate (have periods) some time between the ages 

of 10 and 17 

 This shows that the reproductive organs are beginning to be in working 

order 

 It is sometimes called the monthly cycle as it takes about 28 days to 

complete 

 The purpose of the menstrual cycle is to produce an egg and prepare 

the uterus to receive the egg if it becomes fertilised by a sperm 

 If the egg is not fertilised, the lining of the womb breaks down and 

comes away from the body. This is called a period or menstruation. 

 Between about 45 and 55 the menstrual cycle stops. This is called the 

menopause and it means that the woman can no longer conceive a baby 

naturally 























Reflexes – these are the actions that a baby is born with, but they usually disappear by the age of 3 

months and have to be “re learnt”

Rooting reflex – this is related to finding food. If you touch 
the baby’s cheek, it will turn its head in the direction of the 
touch, as it is searching for the mother’s nipple.

Grasp reflex – a baby will grasp anything placed in its hand. 
If you touch the baby’s palm with your finger, its fingers will 
close around your finger.

Startle reflex – if the baby loses support of its head or neck, it 
throws out its arms and legs as if it is trying to grab onto 
something. (also known as the Moro reflex)

Stepping reflex –if you hold the baby so that its leg is in 

contact with an object, it will lift the other foot as if trying to 
step onto the object. This is related to learning to walk later 
on.

Sucking/swallowing reflex – a baby will automatically start 
to suck on anything placed in its mouth. This enables it to 

obtain food when the object is a nipple

Walking reflex – if you hold a baby with its feet just touching 
the ground, it will move its legs forward as if trying to walk. 
This happens even though it is not ready to walk.









Road Safety

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JgaId8o9Jo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2vxIXaVLlM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnwxN24E2yY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxHBVgM9zfg

The Green Cross Code is a brand created by the National Road Safety 

Committee (now the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents, 

RoSPA) to raise awareness of pedestrian road safety in the United 

Kingdom. The multimedia Green Cross Code campaign began in 1970 

and continues today.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRUBMBi_lp4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JgaId8o9Jo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2vxIXaVLlM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnwxN24E2yY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxHBVgM9zfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRUBMBi_lp4




This is a QWC question – it needs a PLAN!

Highlight the key words/phrases

To get full marks, you will need a detailed explanation of at 

least two ways (ideally three) parents can teach their 

children about road safety.

Use words such as:

• explain

• tell

• show

• demonstrate

• encourage/discourage

Ideas- parents should always set a good example.

They should teach their child the Green Cross Code, they 

should talk about road safety when they are out and about, 

they could use games, DVDs, cartoons, songs about road 

safety

The question is not asking you to write out the Green Cross 

Code!
















